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MITCHELL COOMBES

Cut out along the dotted lines and fold on the
solid lines to create your pyramid of power
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understanding and forgiveness. She says it’s
important you know “you are not a bad mother”
and she loves you very much.
GOT A QUESTION? Write to any of our panel at
Destiny, Woman’s Day, GPO Box 5245, Sydney, NSW 2001,
or email womansday@bauer-media.com.au.
Sorry, no personal replies. See contents page
for location of our privacy notice.
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Make your pyramid
more sturdy by gluing
the layout to a piece
of cardboard before
cutting and folding.
Pictures: Getty Images.

Yes, your beautiful daughter has found happiness
where she is and has put misgivings from the
past behind her. She loves you more than you may
ever know, and wishes she did not do the things
she did that caused so many upsets. Since her
passing she now realises you only wanted
what was best for her. She is asking for your

HAPPINESS

My daughter passed away during Christmas
last year. I carry unbearable guilt because
she was alone when she passed and not
found for some time. My relationship with her
was going through a difficult time and I took
it for granted that we had plenty of time to
heal past hurts and make things right. Does
she know that she is loved and missed? Is my
daughter happy where she is?
Regretful Mum
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UPSET MOTHER SEEKS COMFORT
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Mothering
guilt comes at
a heavy price.
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Loving spirit

healing

To get started, just assemble
your pyramid as shown
opposite (note tip).
For best results, place the
pyramid with the side that
represents your wish facing
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To wish for love Write a list of
the qualities you would like in
a relationship and place it under
the pyramid with items such as rose
petals, something heart-shaped
or a drawing of a heart, pictures of
love or a rose quartz crystal. These
intensify the power of attraction.

place lotto tickets under the
pyramid for extra luck.
If you wish for a holiday, place
travel brochures of your dream
destination under the pyramid.
After a quick sale on your car or
house? Take a photo, write your
asking price and “Sold” on the back
and place it under the pyramid.
To wish for healing Place
a photo of yourself or the person
you wish to send healing energy
to under the pyramid.
There are a range of items you
can also place there to boost this
universal healing energy. These
include a blue feather, green
leaves from a small healthy plant,
a small dish of salt, oils such as
sandalwood or frankincense or
a healing crystal like blue quartz.
To wish for happiness When
you’re going through a hard
time or feeling stuck in life, place
a picture of yourself under the
pyramid along with items or
pictures that best symbolise
happiness to you.
If you are trying to fall pregnant,
you could include a picture of
a newborn baby. If you require
strength or a boost of energy,
then use a picture of a tree.
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How to tap into
pyramid power

If you’ve met your love interest
or are in a relationship that needs
a little help, place his or her photo
or an item belonging to him or
her under the pyramid as well.
To wish for prosperity Under
the pyramid, place items that
represent prosperity and wealth,
such as gold coins, paper money
or a citrine crystal. You can

✁
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you. By placing special objects,
photos, names or messages that
correspond to your wish under
the pyramid, you can use its
mystical forces to bring about
extraordinary results.
When using pyramid power,
concentrate and focus only on
your wish and be clear about what
you’d like to happen – remember,
only wishes that do not interfere
with another person’s free will
and are for the highest good of
all concerned will be granted.
Hold your hands over the
pyramid and visualise a beam of
coloured light that corresponds to
your wish surrounding the pyramid
(Love = pink light; Prosperity =
green light; Healing = blue light;
Happiness = purple light).
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Since ancient times, the secret
power of pyramids has helped
people from all walks of life
manifest miracles.
Pyramid power can help you
attract love, improve relationships,
boost your finances, improve
health and aid in personal and
spiritual healing.
In the past I have seen amazing
results occur for some people
almost instantly. For others, their
wish took a little longer and
required the right universal
conditions and divine timing
before it could be granted.
I recommend placing any of my
lucky gold stars under the pyramid
to help magnify your wish but this
is not essential. May blessings flow
abundantly into your life!
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LEARN HOW TO MAKE ALL YOUR WISHES COME TRUE

Focus on the blessings of happiness and
transform your life. In your mind’s eye,
visualise a beam of purple light
surrounding the pyramid

There’s summit
special going
on here…

✁

Pyramid scheming

There is enough love in the universe
for everyone, including you. In your
mind’s eye, visualise a beam of pink
light surrounding the pyramid

Place the gold wishing star under the pyramid to help magnify your wish
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